To flatten a set partition (with apologies to Mathematica R ) means to form a permutation by erasing the dividers between its blocks. Of course, the result depends on how the blocks are listed. For the usual listing-increasing entries in each block and blocks arranged in increasing order of their first entries-we count the partitions of [n] whose flattening avoids a single 3-letter pattern. Five counting sequences arise: a null sequence, the powers of 2, the Fibonacci numbers, the Catalan numbers, and the binomial transform of the Catalan numbers.
Introduction
There is an extensive literature on pattern avoidance in permutations. Klazar [1, 2, 3] considered an analogous notion for set partitions and Sagan [4] introduced a second such notion based on restricted growth functions (see also [5, 6] ). Here we consider set partitions avoiding a permutation in the following sense. Suppose partitions Π of [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} are written in some pre-specified standard form, say standard increasing form: increasing entries in each block and blocks arranged in increasing order of their first entries. Then define Flatten(Π) to be the permutation of [n] obtained by erasing the dividers between the blocks of Π. For example, Π = 136-279-4-58 is in standard increasing form and Flatten(Π) = 136279458. (The computer algebra system Mathematica R implements this operation with the command Flatten). For a permutation π on an initial segment of the positive integers (a pattern permutation) we say the partition Π avoids π or Π is π-avoiding if the permutation Flatten(Π) avoids π (in the classical sense). We write Π ⊢ [n] if Π is a partition of [n] . Set U(n; π) = {Π ⊢ [n] : Flatten(Π) avoids π}.
In §2, we fix standard increasing as the form for writing partitions of [n] and count U(n; π) for all 3-letter pattern permutations π.
2 Set partitions in standard increasing form
123-avoiding
This case is not very interesting; the counting sequence (|U(n; 123)|) n≥1 is (1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . .).
132-avoiding
A partition Π of [n] is in U(n; 132) if and only if Flatten(Π) is the identity permutation. This is because the first entry of Flatten(Π) is always 1 and will be the '1' of a 132 pattern unless Flatten(Π) is an increasing sequence, that is, the identity permutation. So any subset of the n − 1 spaces between 1, 2, . . . , n can serve as the dividers to form Π and |U(n; 132)| = 2 n−1 .
213-avoiding
First, we claim a partition Π of [n] is in U(n; 213) if and only if (i) the first block of Π has the form I ∪ J with I a nonempty initial segment of [n] and J a terminal segment of [n] (possibly empty) disjoint from I, and (ii) the remaining blocks, when standardized, themselves form a 213-avoiding partition. (To standardize means to replace smallest entry by 1, second smallest by 2, and so on.)
Clearly, these two conditions are sufficient and condition (ii) is necessary. If condition (i) fails for Π ∈ U(n; 213), let a be the smallest element of [n] not in the first block; a is necessarily the first element of the second block. Because the condition fails there exist b, c in [n] with c > b > a, b in the first block and c in a later block. Hence c occurs after a and bac is a 213-pattern in Flatten(Π), a contradiction. So condition (i) is necessary also. Now let u(n) = | U(n; 213) | and set u(n, k) = | {Π ∈ U(n; 213) : first block of Π has length k} |. Clearly, u(n, n) = 1 and for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the first block is determined by I and there are k choices for I, namely, [i]
. Hence we have the system of equations
with solution involving the Fibonacci numbers (
231-avoiding
This case gives rise to the Catalan numbers via Touchard's identity [7] ,
For a permutation p of [n], a descent terminator is an entry smaller than its immediate predecessor and, by convention, the first entry is also considered a descent terminator. A right-to-left (R-L) minimum of p is an entry smaller than all the entries after it. Clearly, for a partition in standard increasing form and its associated permutation,
denote the set of R-L minima of Flatten(Π) that are not descent terminators, and set U(n, k ; 231) = {Π ∈ U(n; 231) :
where C n is the Catalan number and C n := 0 when n is not an integer. Touchard's identity (1) then implies | U(n; 231) | = C n .
To establish the claim, it suffices to show
for n ≥ 1, and (2)
To show (2), let Π ∈ U(n, 0 ; 231). Then the R-L minima and descent terminators of p := Flatten(Π) coincide. The last entry of p is certainly a R-L minimum, hence a descent terminator, and so it must form a singleton block in Π. Each non-last block has length ≤ 2 because if (a, b, c, . . .) is a block of length ≥ 3, then bcd is a 231-pattern where d is the first entry of the next block: certainly b < c and we also have d < b because if b < d, then b < all entries that follow it. This would make b a R-L minimum that was not a descent terminator, a contradiction. On the other hand, each non-last block has length ≥ 2 because a non-last singleton block would imply that the first entry of the next block was a R-L minimum that was not a descent terminator. Hence all but the last block have length 2 and so n is odd, say n = 2r + 1, and Π is of the form
Clearly, a 1 = 1. Also, a 2 = 2 because otherwise, since a 2 is a R-L minimum, 2 would occur to the left of a 2 and this would force b 2 = 2. But then a 2 would be a R-L minimum that was not a descent terminator. Next, we claim a i+2 ≤ 2i + 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1. Suppose contrariwise that a i+2 > 2i + 2 for some i. Then none of 3, 4, . . . , 2i + 2 can occur after a i+2 because a i+2 is a R-L minimum. This forces the first i + 1 blocks to consist of the first 2i + 2 positive integers leaving b i+1 a R-L minimum, which is not possible. 
We have exhibited a map from U(2r + 1, 0 ; 231) to sequences (c i )
satisfying (4). This map is in fact a bijection and here is its inverse. Given such a sequence, for example with r = 9, (c i ) = (1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 12, 13, 15), we can immediately recover the a i 's and must determine the b i 's (blank squares in Fig. 1 ). 
is both the set of R-L minima and the set of descent terminators in Flatten(Π) and so Π ∈ U(2r + 1, 0 ; 231). It is also easy to verify that Π is 231-avoiding. Indeed, since all entries following a i are > a i , the first two entries of a putative 231 pattern would have to be b's, say b i < b j with i < j, and a j would be the last upstep preceding b i (or else b j would be < b i ). Hence, for all k > j, upstep a k occurs after b i and so b k > a k > b i for k > j. Since b i is the '2' of the 231 pattern and we have just seen that all later entries are larger than b i , no entry after b j can serve as the '1' of the pattern. We conclude that the partition a 1 b 1 -a 2 b 2 -. . . -a r b r -a r+1 is in U(n, 0 ; 231) as required.
To prove (3), consider Π ∈ U(n, k ; 231). Let K denote the set of R-L minima that are not descent terminators in Flatten(Π). Thus | K | = k and K ⊆ [2, n]. Let L denote the set of elements in K that initiate a block in Π. Thus L ⊆ K. Let Π 0 denote the partition obtained from Π by deleting each element i of K from its block and, if i is also in L, concatenating this block with the currently preceding block. Then Π 0 ∈ U(n − k, 0 ; 231). For example, Π = 1 -24 -37 -568 yields K = {2, 6, 8}, L = {2}, and Π 0 = standardize(14 -37 -5) = 13 -25 -4. An example where three consecutive blocks are concatenated to form Π 0 is Π = 1 -2 -35 -4 with K = {2, 3}, L = {3}, and Π 0 = standardize(15 -4) = 13 -2. We claim the map U(n, k ; 231) −→ (K, L, Π 0 ) is a bijection to all triples (K, L, Π 0 ) with K a k-element subset of [2, n] , L an arbitrary subset of K, and Π 0 a partition in U(n − k, 0 ; 231), and (3) then follows from (2) . To establish the claim, suppose given such a triple (K, L, Π 0 ), and build up Π as follows from Π 0 . For each a ∈ K in turn from smallest to largest, locate the last block in the current partition whose first entry is < a; then, to get the next partition, after adding 1 to each entry ≥ a insert a into the located block at the appropriate position to ensure an increasing block. The end result will be a partition of [n] in which the descent terminators are the block initiators and no element of K is a block initiator. Finally, for each element of K that is in the subset L, place a divider just before that element so that it initiates a block. This procedure yields Π and shows the map is invertible.
312-avoiding
We claim a partition Π of [n] is in U(n; 312) if and only if (i) the first block of Π is all of [n] or has the form I\{a} where I is an initial segment of [n] of length ≥ 2 and a ≥ 2 is in I, and (ii) the remaining blocks, when standardized, themselves form a 312-avoiding partition.
The conditions are sufficient because if they hold and a 312 pattern involved the first block, then only the '3' could occur in the first block leaving the '1' and '2' to occur in later blocks. This however is impossible because at most one letter smaller than the '3' is missing from the first block. So we merely need to show that condition (i) is necessary. Suppose then that condition (i) is not met. Let c denote the largest entry in the first block and a the smallest letter missing from the first block. Then by supposition there is a letter b missing from the first block with a < b < c. Since a must be the first entry of the second block, b occurs after a and cab is a 312 pattern in Flatten(Π), a contradiction. Now, if the first block has length k < n, there are exactly k choices for a, namely, 2, 3, . . . , k + 1. This observation leads to the very same recurrence relation as in the 213-avoiding case, and another Fibonacci counting sequence: | U(n; 312) | = F 2n−1 .
321-avoiding
This case is counted by the binomial transform of the Catalan numbers: | U(n+1; 321) | = n k=0 n k C k . Our proof is quite similar to that of the 231-avoiding case but with Touchard's identity replaced by the following one involving the Riordan numbers R n ,
where R n := n j=0 (−1)
n−j n j C j . The identity (5) is easily proved by reversing the order of summation after substituting for R n−k .
The Riordan number R n (A005043 in OEIS) is well known to count, among other things, Dyck n-paths with no short descents. (A 'descent' is a maximal sequence of contiguous downsteps and 'short' means of length 1.) Mimicking Section 2.4, define U(n, k ; 321) = {Π ∈ U(n; 321) :
, and the identity (5) then implies | U(n; 321) | = n−1 k=0
To prove assertion (6) there is a bijection (essentially due to Krattenthaler [9] ) from U(n, 0 ; 321) to Dyck (n − 1)-paths with no short descents, illustrated with n = 9: The proof of assertion (7) uses the same bijection Π → (K, L, Π 0 ) as in the proof of (3) and is omitted.
It would be interesting to investigate permutation-avoidance for other canonical representations of a set partition where less familiar counting sequences seem to arise.
